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APHA CONFERENCE REPORT

New Work in Printing History

The American Printing History Associa-

tion’s annual two-day forum provides another

one of those delicious opportunities to savor

the lasting values and interests that underlie

producing a book. The 27
th
 Annual Confer-

ence (24–26 October 2003) returned to New

York City, hosted by The Grolier Club, Ameri-

ca’s oldest society for bibliophiles and enthu-

siasts in the graphic arts, founded in 1884.

Scholars and historians of the printing arts

realize that their passion for the artifacts that

make up the printed page is devoted to a liv-

ing art with a future as well as past. In addi-

tion to researching and highlighting printing

history and achievements through its meet-

ings, journal, lectures, and newsletter, APHA

(www.printinghistory.org) is also a venue for

the exploration of trends and future oppor-

tunities.

David Pankow, curator of the Cary Graphic

Arts Collection at the Rochester Institute of

Technology, delivered an illustrated keynote

entitled ‘Facing the Visible and Unfolded

Book of the Future.’ Out of the panoramic

sweep of history from the codex to

Gutenberg’s movable type, to the nineteenth-

century power presses and machine

typesetting, fording the rapids of

phototypesetting fifty years ago, and on the

way to desktop production and the digital era,

Pankow took on, modestly and with good

humor, the question of “What next in the

history of the book?” As I understood him,

this is not simply an issue of formats, proc-

ess and production. Authorship, content and

reading are all part of a system in which the

‘book’ serves as a carrier, but does not exist

independently of its origins and purposes.

Authors write to the form. So, the form of

the ‘book’ as we know it traditionally has

standing only in fulfilling its purposes. Recent

new forms, ushered in by such products as

the classic interactive Myst, by Bob Stein’s Voy-

ager series on video disc, by the now discon-

tinued RocketBook which presaged the many

e-book readers now on the market — and in

use — challenge not only the process of

authoring as it applies new mediums to reach

the reader, but even the business models of

royalties and of distribution. Web-based pub-

lishing and distribution has opened for re-

consideration the bedrock concepts of copy-

right, regarding them also as a form of cen-

sorship. Electronic processes of authoring and

of delivery challenge the integrity of the origi-

nal text — no longer assured because of the

many ways in which it can be modified through

error, excerpting or re-purposing. Citing as

analogy the great classic book narratives such

as the Iliad and the Odyssey, Pankow asked us

to see the forms of transmission as more

about the journey than the destination. But,

whatever the journey into the future, we can

expect the alphabet to bind us to the past.

Attending an APHA annual meeting is al-

ways a treat full of surprises for anyone who

loves the art and craft of book-making, ty-

pography, and graphic design. Since the appli-

cation of these arts are the stuff on which the

book industry thrives, you also discover, or

re-discover real books called to your attention

as subjects of the discussion; perhaps even

worthy of revisiting at this distance. So it was

that I came into brief possession of a well-

worn copy of Le Pere Goriot by Honore Balzac,

published in 1888 by George Routledge and

Sons (Broadway, Ludgate Hill/Glasgow and

New York). Inside reviews and advertising in

books were common in those years. On the

fly leaf Charles Dickens cites Balzac as “one of

the few great geniuses who appear by ones

and twos century after century of authorship.”

Advertising pages in the back of this esteemed

novel of a King Lear-type ‘father and

daughters’ relationship, and of the underside

of Paris life included nostroms such as

Whelpton’s Vegetable Purifying Pills and

Beethams Glycerine and Cucumber — it is ever

thus. Along with excerpts from the 1849

edition of The Countess, Or, Memoirs of Women

of Leisure (Berry and Wright, Publishers, Bos-

ton), these works were distributed as viewing

samples to the hundred or so of us attend-

ing, not for the fine typography (they were

prototypical of the nineteenth-century, ‘drop

it on the page’ approach to book design), but

because with careful examination one could

find evidence of the printing press gripper

marks which would reveal the impositions

and, ultimately, the actual printing presses

used. Haven Hawley, a researcher (and history

sleuth) at Georgia Institute of Technology,

presented her paper on ‘Evidence from the

Margins: Tracing the Technologies that

Produced Indecent 19th-Century American

Imprints.’ The work, The Countess, revealed

itself to have been printed on an Adams

Power Press, widely in use in the 1840s–1850s.

By relating these gripper marks to those in

other works, not identified as to publishing

origin because of their pornographic content,

the works could thus be traced to their likely

source of the period. Examples of indecency

were flashed on the screen.

A major figure in U.S. printing history who

pulled us out of the typographic pits of the

19
th
 century, was Theodore Low De Vinne

(1828–1914). He was “one of the great New

York printers who guided the path toward

twentieth-century American typography, away

from Victorian taste,” according to an APHA

commemorative. Founder of the press bear-

ing his name, the conference sponsored a

Sunday morning tour of his De Vinne Press

building, the first building in the city erected
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strictly for the purpose, and which still stands

as a historic landmark at the corner of West

4th and Lafayette Streets in Manhattan. The

tour was led by De Vinne biographer, Irene

Tichenor. De Vinne was the printer for Charles

Scribner (also one of his investors) and for

the Century Press (later folded into Appleton-

Century, whose legacy rests now in the corner

shadows of some major conglomerate),

publisher of the great 7000 page Century

Dictionary, grandfather of the various abridged

versions still extant. De Vinne also designed

the Century typeface still popular today in

various versions. Standing on the roof of the

seven-storied building (which we did), it is

still possible to scan the neighborhood where

so many early publishers located themselves.

We also visited the Center for the Book

Arts, whose executive director Rory Golden is

an enthusiastic advocate of its mission for

“preservation of the traditional crafts of

bookmaking as well as encouraging contem-

porary intepretations of the book as an art

object,” located in a loft on 28 West 27th Street

in Manhattan (www.centerforbookarts.org).

This thirty-year-old non-profit school and

gallery is well worth the visit. It has its own

bindery and print shop, offers courses in book

crafts and rents workspace.

Probably the most stunning presentation

at the conference — and an early example of

self-publishing at its most creative — was on

Genevieve Jones, ‘America’s Lady Audubon,’

who, in the 1870s field-studied, illustrated and

produced the large format, 329 page Illustra-

tions of the Nests and Eggs of Ohio, on a level

of artistry and production values that was

both inspired by, and equal to, Audubon’s

Birds of America. The story includes the lug-

ging of 60lb litho stones to and from the

printery and, due to her untimely death, com-

pletion of the project by the Jones family. If

you can find a copy of the March–April 2000

issue of the Ohio Historical Society’s Timeline,

there is a lavishly illustrated article about this

book by Joy Kiser, librarian with the National

Endowment for the Arts, who made the

APHA presentation.

Space, time (and your patience) allows but

brief mention of some of the other

presentations, all compelling. They included

rescue and review of a cache of some

magnificent stamping brasses (including a first

edition cover of the Rubayat) from The

Riverside Press, publisher/printer Henry

Houghton’s manufacturing plant, founded

during the civil war; a survey by Alan M. Levitt

of the substantial nineteenth-century

economic impact of railroad companies in

Britain and the U.S. on the growth of the

printing business; an interactive internet Print

History project at the Victoria University of

Wellington, New Zealand by Sydney Shep

(www.nzetc.org, well worth a visit. Click

through to ‘projects’ and then ‘print history

project.’); ‘The Book as a Pot Luck Offering:

Edna Beilenson, Jane Grabhorn and the

Books of The Distaff Side’, a presentation by

Kathleen Walkup, of the Mills College, CA,

Book Arts Program, on the wives of small

and private press founders, that also covered

the extensive, and under-reported presence of

women in the printing industry; ‘Letterpress

as Image (or Illustration?)’, the revival of

‘authentic’ letterpress images in advertising as

a counterfoil to the clean and crisp typographic

outcomes of digital imaging, presented by the

University of Delaware graphic design team

(Raymond Nichols, Bill Deering), and an en-

grossing review by Jared Ash on the expressive

Russian Futurist book design before and after

the Russian revolution, the outcome of a 2002

exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art

from the museum’s extensive collection.

Eugene G. Schwartz, Editor at Large

www.forewordmagazine.com

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

The 45th Annual Preconference of the

Rare Books and Manuscripts Section (RBMS)

of the Association of College and Research

Libraries (ACRL) of the American Library

Association (ALA) will be held 21–24 June

2004 at Yale University, New Haven, CT. Ebb

and Flow: The Migration of Collections to Ameri-

can Libraries will focus on the history and cur-

rent issues surrounding the movement of

collections into American repositories. Visit

the conference website at http://

beinecke.library.yale.edu/rbms2004/ or con-

tact Mike Kelly <tmk1@nyu.edu> or

Margaret Nichols <mnr1@cornell.edu>.

... / 1
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The 6th biennial conference of the Cam-

bridge Project for the Book Trust entitled Con-

nected by Books: The Forging of Transatlantic

Literary Communities will be held in London

and Greenwich 26-28 February 2004. Places

are limited, so register by sending name, insti-

tution and contact details by 16 February 2004

to james.raven@history.oxford.ac.uk
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The fourth part is dedicated to the daring

attempt of combining palaeography with

calligraphy and the design of Hebrew letters

and charts. Resembling a handbook in its for-

mat, it is indeed the most practical part of the

book. It enables the reader to gain a brief

glimpse into an old tradition that is still alive

and in use today. This chapter resembles other

handbooks that have been published for

enthusiasts of the Hebrew letter, such as

Reuben Leaf’s Hebrew Alphabets: 400 B.C.E. to

Our Days (1976), and Cara Goldberg Marks’s

The Handbook of Hebrew Calligraphy (1990).

Neither, incidentally, are mentioned in the bib-

liography. All in all, the The Book of Hebrew

Script is a treasury of fascinating details that

encourage further delving into the dimensions

of the written Hebrew letter.

The Bible as Book: The Hebrew Bible and the

Judaean Desert Discoveries concentrates on

demarcative phenomena of the last century:

the random discovery of scrolls in the Judaean

desert in 1947, followed by further discoveries

of some 900 scrolls in different caves located

in the area of the north-western coast of the

Dead Sea. It was here that the ascetic

community of Qumran lived from c.100 BCE

to 68, when a Roman garrison set Qumran

on fire. Since these discoveries, the fascination

with the oldest known, unearthed biblical texts

has  not faded, and continues to challenge in a

considerable way our ability to understand

Rabbinic Judaism and the first phases of what

would later be known as Christianity.

The volume contains nineteen papers

which were first presented at a conference in

Hampton Court, Herefordshire, June 2000.

All the papers focus on the contents and

meanings of these scrolls, about which a con-

siderable number of published articles and

books have been written during the years since

their discovery. (For a bibliographical view of

the dimension that this field encompasses,

see, for example: Florentino Garcia Martinez

and Donald W. Parry, Classified Bibliography of

the Finds in the Desert of Judah, 1970–1995

(2002)).

The editors of this book, Dr. Edward D.

Herbert (Vice-Principal at the International

Christian College in Glasgow) and Professor

Emanuel Tov (J. L. Magnes Professor of Bi-

ble at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

intended to “encourage cross-fertilisation” of

the two fields of study, namely that of biblical

and non-biblical scrolls. Until this initiative

took place both groups of scholars were

working separately. By examining the primal

component of both text-groups, the editors

agreed that the term “‘biblical’ is an

inappropriate (anachronistic) term (since a

Bible, in terms of a fixed corpus of

authoritative writings, does not appear to exist

at that time).” The complete publication of

all the texts of the scrolls was another

important event that took place at the time of

the conference. It took more than half a century

to make all these texts available to the public.

Translated from their original languages into

English, French, and German, they are now

more easily accessible to the public.

The papers are ordered into five groups;

the interested reader is advised to read as many

articles as she or he can. Both the novice as

well as the erudite student will find the tone

of the presented knowledge, as well as the

meticulously prepared apparatus which opens

new paths of interaction, very inviting.

Ittai J. Tamari

Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München

General

Shahid Ahmed, ed., Literature and the Sa-

cred. Cairo, Egypt: American University in Cairo

Press, 2003.

Brian Alderson, Edward Ardizzon: A Biblio-

graphic Commentary. Ravelston, Middlesex,

London and New Castle, DE: Private Librar-

ies Association, British Library and Oak Knoll

Press, 2003.

Barbara K. Altmann and Deborah L.

McGrady, Christine de Pisan: A Casebook. Lon-

don and New York: Routledge, 2003.
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sity of Wisconsin Press, 2003.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Grolier Club Library is pleased to an-

nounce a new fellowship in the history of the

book. (Undergraduates ineligible). Awards of

up to $2,500 are available for research in the

Library’s areas of strength. A minimum re-

search stay of two weeks is required, and fel-

lows are expected to present a seminar or lec-

ture at the Grolier Club, and submit a written

report. Applicants should submit a curricu-

lum vitae and a proposal (maximum 750

words), stating necessary length of residence,

historical materials to be used, relevance of

the Grolier Club Library collections to the

project, a proposed budget, and two letters

of recommendation. The deadline for appli-

cations and letters of support is 1 March  2004.

Applications to:

The Fellowship Committee

The Grolier Club

47 East 60th Street

New York, NY 10022, USA

FELLOWSHIPS

The Center for the Study of Books and

Media at Princeton University invites

applications for a visiting research fellowship

in any field related to the history of books.

Candidates should have completed a

dissertation in book history within the last

three years and should propose a project

involving research on subjects such as

publishing, the book trade, and reading. The

MORE BOOK PRIZES

Elizabeth McHenry’s book, Forgotten Read-

ers: Recovering the Lost History of African Ameri-

can Literary Societies, winner of the 2003

SHARP Prize, has subsequently won both the

Hurston-Wright Prize and the 2003 Black

Caucus of the American Library Association

(BCALA) Literary Award for non-fiction.

Priya Joshi’s In Another Country: Colonial-

ism, Culture and the British Novel in India, run-

ner-up for the 2003 SHARP Prize, has also

been awarded this year’s First Book Prize by

the MLA, as well as the Sonya Rudikoff

Award by the Northeast Victorian Studies

Association for best first book in Victorian

studies.

Congratulations to you both!

�

fellow is expected to pursue his or her research

at Princeton throughout the academic year

2004–2005 and is encouraged to participate in

the activities of the Center. The stipend de-

pends on qualifications. Deadline for receiv-

ing the completed applications is 1 March

2004. Applications and further information

may be obtained from:

The Manager,

Center for the Study of Books and Media

     129 Dickinson Hall

Princeton University, Princeton, NJ  08544

USA
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THE SHARP EDGE

From Truffle Hunter

to Gourmet Shopper

SHARP first began to influence my work

when I read the name. I started my career in

publishing, and then I began to teach editing

and publishing in a graduate program. I had

always included some history of publishing

in my classes, if only to prevent my students

from reinventing the square wheel — repeating

the mistakes made by previous generations

of publishers. I expect my students to be

creative and innovative in their mistakes as

well as their triumphs. But I rarely ventured

beyond publishing history, narrowly defined.

That should not have been the case,

because the central questions I have always

asked — beginning when I worked as an editor

rather than as a teacher — are why people read

what they do, how they choose what to read,

and how authors and publishers can better

meet their needs. My research had always

focused on the publisher at the center of those

concerns. Seeing those three words together

in a formal name — authorship, reading, and

publishing — opened my eyes and transformed

my teaching and writing. My students now

examine every topic from all three points of

view. When we look at peer review, we examine

the motivations and expectations of authors,

editors, and readers. The same is true of all

our discussions, from ethics and copyright

policy to copy-editing and presentation of

statistical data. All of these topics are informed

by a historical dimension that enriches

students’ understanding of present practices.

For students who plan careers in

publishing, book history may be interesting

for its own sake, but it serves many other

purposes. The knowledge that they are heirs

to an illustrious, and sometimes honorable,

past gives them a sense of pride and

responsibility. Because the history of

publishing is set in the context of political,

social, and economic history, they gain a sense

of the importance of what they do and of

their connections to a larger world. History

also gives students some perspective on the

constancy of change, reminding them that

what they know now will provide at most a

foundation for future learning.

SHARP has led to major changes in the

course I teach on publishing research methods.

SHARP as an organization perhaps cannot take

credit for the rich literature that has appeared

in the last ten years, but its members certainly

can. The wealth of material now available,

demonstrating so many imaginative ways to

use such a wide variety of sources, has trans-

formed the task of selecting course readings. I

no longer feel like a truffle hound hoping that

there is something tasty under a lone oak tree

deep in the forest. Now I’m in a well-stocked

gourmet market, limited only by the size of

my shopping basket. Recent books and arti-

cles by SHARP members form the basis of

most class meetings. The SHARP-L archive is

a rich source for answering questions, as is the

list itself. SHARP-L is probably the best aca-

demic discussion list around, in terms of in-

terest, expertise, and civility. For students, it

sets a wonderful example of generosity in aca-

demic discourse, as well as providing a great

deal of information and guidance.

SHARP has also shaped my own writing.

My interest in serious non-fiction for general

readers dates back to my first job in publishing,

longer ago than I care to admit. But every time

I tried to formulate a way to look at the subject,

I came up with an idea that fell short of my

goals and bored me even before I started

writing. I once thought of choosing a

successful popularizer — a historian like

Barbara Tuchman, perhaps, or a popular science

writer like Stephen Jay Gould — and writing a

biography. Except I didn’t particularly want to

write a biography, and I had little interest in

their lives outside their writing. Nor would a

biography have answered most of the

questions I found interesting. I thought of

doing a critical study of several works in a field

— say, biology — but that left out too much.

I had a list of things I wanted to talk about,

but I couldn’t find a structure commodious

enough. As I pondered the blank page of my

last sabbatical proposal, I thought of SHARP.

The name covers everything I found

interesting: What is the history of the genre?

Why does it flourish when it does? Who writes

these books? why? how? Who reads them?

why? how? Who publishes them? why? how?

With that structure in place — and the boxes

full of research notes just waiting to be mined

— the book practically wrote itself.

As you can see, I have every reason to be

grateful to SHARP. It has enriched my

professional life and introduced me to people

who have become helpful colleagues and

valued friends. I take my responsibilities as

president seriously, and there are some projects

I would very much like to get under way during

my term. The first is to see whether we can

establish SHARP research fellowships at in-

stitutions in the United States, Canada, the

United Kingdom, continental Europe, Aus-

tralia, and New Zealand. What I have in mind

are short-term fellowships, sponsored jointly

by SHARP and the archive or library, that

would allow SHARP members to spend a

few weeks doing research away from their

home institutions. Good examples in the

United States are the short-term fellowships

at the Harry Ransom Humanities Research

Center, the Princeton Library, the American

Antiquarian Society, and other places with

extensive collections in book history.

SHARP now offers three prizes: the book

prize, the prize for the best graduate student

article, and a new prize, to be awarded for the

first time in 2004, the SHARP Award for

Distinguished Achievement. The awards to

individuals recognize research accomplish-

ments. I would very much like to find a way

to recognize distinction and innovation in

teaching and public programs as well.

Of course, all these initiatives will cost

money. Government and private institutions

have helped sponsor many of our meetings,

and SHARP has benefited from the

generosity of the Delmas Foundation in other

ways. We need to work with other found-

ations worldwide, as well as government

granting agencies, to develop reliable funding

for our activities. We should also approach

publishers and their foundations, as well as

interested individuals.

Many worthwhile things do not cost

money. We are planning a workshop to help

members find publishers for their work, to

be held at the Halifax meeting. This idea grew

out of a conversation at the Claremont

meeting. Members undoubtedly have many

other ideas that are inexpensive to implement

and that would benefit us all. I hope that

SHARP members will get into the habit of

telling the officers and board members about

things they would like to see SHARP doing,

or doing better.

SHARP is no longer an infant, but neither

is it an old codger. It is in its adolescence,

which is a time of growth and creativity. For

human beings, that growth may be

accompanied by rebellion, and I suppose there

could always be a bit of that. SHARP is full

of people with great ideas and energy, and I

hope we can continue to tap that creativity

well into adulthood.

Beth Luey

incoming SHARP President
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CALLS FOR PAPERS

Digital Preservation and

Electronic Scholarly Editions

Location: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Dates: 27–30 December 2004

The Association for Computers and the

Humanities invites papers for the 2004

Modern Language Association Conference.  In

particular we seek proposals from individual

editors, project teams and electronic publish-

ers currently grappling with the complex is-

sues of long-term preservation. How are you

negotiating the synchronic demands of deliv-

ery deadlines and software restrictions with

the diachronic pitfalls of  maintaining access

over many decades? If multiple archives in-

crease survivability, how are you dealing with

data integrity? Are you also archiving the in-

terim working documents, correspondence

and editorial manuals generated as part of

your project, and if so, how are they integrated

with the finished edition? What preservation

needs come into play when the goal is to pub-

lish in multiple formats (print and digital)?

One-page abstract due 1 March 2004 to:

David L. Gants

           e-mail:  dgants@unb.ca

Information about previous ACH sessions

at the MLA can be found at <http://

www.ach.org/mla03/index.html>

Religion and the Culture of Print

in America: Authors, publishers,

readers and more since 1876

Location: Madison, Wisconsin

Dates:    10–11 September 2004

This conference organised by The Center

for the History of Print Culture in Modern

America, a joint project of The Wisconsin

Historical Society and the University of Wis-

consin-Madison, will address the world of

print in which religions and religious practices

were inherited, constructed and promulgated

over the last 125 years. Papers should focus

on and illuminate the interaction between the

reader and printed materials (books, Bibles,

periodicals, newspapers, church bulletins,

hymnals, tracts) aimed at or produced and read

by religious individuals and groups. Studies

dealing with religion and class, regionalism,

Paradise: New Worlds of

Books & Readers

Location:  Wellington, New Zealand

Dates:       27-30 January 2005

Hosted by the Alexander Turnbull Library,

National Library of New Zealand, and

organised by the Stout Research Centre and

Wai-te-ata Press, this SHARP Regional Con-

ference is open to papers dealing with any as-

pect of the study of print culture. Particular

emphasis will be placed on colonial and

postcolonial histories of the book and print,

particularly in the Asia/Pacific region, South

America and Africa. Significant questions in-

clude: How does print capture/colonise/ cre-

ate new worlds? Can paradise be reforged, once

lost? How do readers colonise spaces of writ-

ing? What role does geography play? What

happens when the text is not a book? Who

shall be the master – the writer or the reader?

Is translation the ultimate act of comprehend-

ing? Special guests include Alberto Manguel,

Michael Twyman, Rimi Chatterjee, while

events of note are the D.F. McKenzie Lecture,

the Conference Dinner, and the post-confer-

ence mystery tour. Abstracts due 30 June 2004.

Send 250–300 words with a short cv to:

Dr Lydia Wevers & Dr Sydney J Shep

Stout Research Centre for NZ Studies

PO Box 600, Wellington NZ

fax: 64-4-463-5439

e-mail:Lydia.wevers@vuw.ac.nz

or:       Sydney.Shep@vuw.ac.nz

The American Antiquarian Society’s Sum-

mer Seminars in the History of the Book in

American Culture will take place at AAS from

20–25 June 2004.

Philip F. Gura, Newman Distinguished

Professor of American Literature and Culture

at the University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, will lead the 2004 seminar, entitled

Enriching American Studies Scholarship through

the History of the Book. Visiting guest faculty

will include James N. Green, Associate Librar-

ian at the Library Company of Philadelphia,

and Eliza Richards, Assistant Professor of

English at Boston University.

The priority deadline for applications is 15

March  2004. For full details including appli-

cation instructions, see:

<http://www.americanantiquarian.org/

summersem.htm>

SEMINAR ANNOUNCEMENT

Second Annual Conference on

the Future of the Book

Location: Beijing, China

Dates:    29-31 August 2004

Following on from the Cairns, Australia

event reported in SHARP News 12.3, this con-

ference subtitled Challenges and Opportunities in

the Digital Era and sponsored by RMIT’s In-

ternational Centre for Graphic Technology will

provide a forum for pratitioners, academics,

educators, librarians, researchers and teachers

to discuss the future of the book. Topics in-

clude: the effects of print on demand and e-

books; written text in the context in the new

communications environment; the future of

the book from a library perspective; comput-

ers in education and e-learning; reading, books

and the Internet; teaching and learning literacy

in school and at home; trends in the publish-

ing industry; the past and future of the book

in China. Papers submitted, by both in-per-

son and virtual participation, for the confer-

ence proceedings will be fully peer-refereed and

published in print and electronic formats in

the new International Journal of the Book. The

deadline for the next round is 20 February

2004. Full details of the conference, including

an online call for papers form, are to be found

at the conference website:

<http://www.Book-Conference.com>

feminism, immigrant groups, racial and sexual

minorities, radicals are especially welcome, as

are studies that compare the historical sociol-

ogy of print in the lives of religious groups

and individuals located at the periphery of

power. The Centre also hopes to attract schol-

ars interested in: Protestantism (including re-

vivalism and missionary outreach); Roman

Catholicism (official church and grassroots

phenomena such as Marian visitations); East-

ern Orthodox churches; Mormonism;

Judaism (all varieties); Islam (both immigrant

and native originated); indigenous religions,

as well as new or less-well-known religious

movements. Proposals for individual papers

or entire sessions (up to three presentations)

should include a 250-word abstract and a one-

page cv. Submissions should be made prefer-

ably via email by 30 January 2004.

James P. Danky, Director

Center for the History of Print Culture

in Modern America

Wisconsin Historical Society

816 State Street, Madison, WI  53706

tel: 608/264-6598  fax: 608/264-6520

e-mail:  jpdanky@whs.wisc.edu
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helm, made by far the largest impact and

quickly gained the biggest share of the mar-

ket, it was in fact Macmillan’s Magazine which

had pioneered the shilling monthly format.

Macmillan’s, which in the 1860s sold 20,000

copies every month, was also much more

innovative than the Cornhill, fostering an ‘open

platform’ for intellectual debate by, for the first

time in a mainstream periodical, insisting that

articles should appear over their authors’

names. Nevertheless, as George J. Worth

makes clear in the introduction to this new

study of Macmillan’s, the very first shilling

monthly has received only limited scholarly

attention — certainly far less than its better

selling and more prestigious rival.

Worth’s account of Macmillan’s attempts

to set right this critical imbalance and sheds

much new light on the magazine, especially in

its deployment of previously unpublished

material from the Macmillan Archive at the

British Library. The book follows the entire

history of Macmillan’s, from the heady open-

ing years when Alexander Macmillan could

recruit the pick of Victorian Britain’s intellec-

tual luminaries even without offering the usual

safeguard of anonymity, to the magazine’s

eventual demise in the early 20
th
 century, when

its stolid double-column format proved

unattractive in a new mass-market dominated

by attention-grabbing illustrated journals.

Worth’s approach, as he readily acknowledges,

is “more traditional, more empirical” (xi) than

much recent work in the field of nineteenth-

century periodical studies. Largely eschewing

concerns with, say, class or reading practices,

the book instead concentrates on the influence

of certain well-known individuals —

Macmillan himself, F. D. Maurice, Margaret

Oliphant, John Morley and Mowbray Morris

— on the direction of the magazine. These

lengthy case studies are richly-documented, in

fact often excessively so, and sometimes they

get bogged down in a mass of extraneous

details (on church history in Chapter Three,

for instance) or become preoccupied with

arcane minor details, such as when extensive

evidence is provided to demonstrate that

“there is good reason to remove the qualifying

‘prob.’ from the Wellesley entry” (101) attrib-

uting a particular Macmillan’s article to Oliphant.

At such times, the book reads rather like a

series of indulgent and over abstruse foot-

notes.

More importantly though, Worth focuses

almost exclusively on high-profile contribu-

tors to Macmillan’s and has very little to say

about the other aspects of its production and

consumption. The crucial issue of the maga-

zine’s position in the periodical marketplace is

dealt with only cursorily in by far the shortest

chapter in the book, while there is no infor-

mation whatsoever on the audience which was

willing to pay their monthly shilling for

Macmillan’s or how they might have read such

an innovative magazine. (For instance, was the

fiction generally read by women and the essays

by men?). Worth’s book offers an exhaustive,

and at times illuminating, account of the con-

tent of Macmillan’s, but, frustratingly, it lacks

any sense of the wider context of Victorian

print culture in which this pioneering maga-

zine both rose and fell.

Gowan Dawson

University of Leicester

�

Ada Yardeni. (Sefer ha-ketav ha-‘Ivri. English)

The Book of Hebrew Script: History, Palaeogra-

phy, Script Styles, Calligraphy & Design. Jerusa-

lem, London and New Castle, DE: Carta, The

British Library and Oak Knoll Press, 2002. i-

ix, 355p., ill. ISBN  0712347933 (BL)(cloth);

1584560878 (OKP). £40. / US $69.95.

Edward D. Herbert & Emanuel Tov, eds. The

Bible as Book: The Hebrew Bible and the Judaean

Desert Discoveries. London and New Castle, DE:

The British Library and Oak Knoll Press, in

association with The Scriptorium: Center for

Christian Antiquities, Grand Haven, Michigan,

2002. i-x, 360p., ill. ISBN  0712347267 (BL)

(cloth); 1584560835 (OKP). £40./ US $60.

Dr. Ada Yardeni is perhaps the most well-

known maven of early Hebrew palaeography

today. Recently she was cited as one of the

scholars examining the Hebrew inscription

carved on the so-called ‘Joash–Tablet’ and the

Aramaic inscription on an ossuary of the

alleged Jacob, brother of Jesus. Both these

inscriptions had emerged under rather

mysterious circumstances in the hands of a

Jerusalem antiquities collector; as of now, both

findings are held to be a sophisticated hoax.

One of the themes the book addresses is

Hebrew palaeography, a subject of consider-

able historical wealth. Dr. Yardeni presents and

defines the development and evolution of

‘Jewish’ and later ‘Hebrew’ scripts, portraying

their various styles in large, elaborate, black and

white illustrations. In order to reveal their

structure, the letters are often enlarged, so that

even with no reading ability in Hebrew one

can easily conceive the morphology of the vari-

ous Hebrew characters underlying the graphi-

cal information shown here.

Comparing the English translation (done

by the author herself and assisted by Mr.

David Maisel) with the original Hebrew book,

one finds several structural changes between

the Hebrew and the English version. The

English book is divided into four parts. The

first part is dedicated to ‘Historical and

Palaeographical Background,’ and in three

chapters the reader is led, in chronological

order, through illustrations taken from

inscriptions, ostraca, bullae, amulets, and

manuscripts. These are drawn by the author,

and are accompanied by her descriptive texts.

The third chapter, though well placed in

sequence, taking us from the origins to the

rich tradition of handwritten and carved

records, shows incongruities: some illustra-

tions of pages originating from printed books

have been excerpted from exhibition cata-

logues or books without mentioning this

fact. For example, fig.132 on p.112 appeared

in: Plantin of Antwerp. cat. no. 211, February–

April 1981, published by The Israel Museum

of Jerusalem. The quality of this and some

other similarly reproduced illustrations is ac-

cordingly wanting. Some of the mistakes,

originally created by Yona Fischer, the curator

of the exhibition in Jerusalem, infiltrate the

text of Dr. Yardeni, again without the source

being mentioned. For instance, on p.114, the

author of Leshon Limmudim is Johannes Isaac

(Levi) Levite (an apostate rabbi, 1515–1577)

and not Isaac Levite. Similarly, the author of

Otsar Leshon haKodesh is not Sanctus Paninnus

but Sante (or Santi) Pagnini (1470–1536).

Other inadequacies are to be found in the

descriptions of modern Hebrew typefaces,

starting with Frank-Rühl — still the most

used typeface, released in Leipzig in 1908. It is

advisable to read this chapter with a critical

mind.

The second part elaborates on Hebrew

palaeography. The innovative core of the book

is formed by discussions on the ‘grammar’

of Hebrew script and its basic rules, and

analysis of the Hebrew letter as well as the

hand movements and directions of the

strokes in Hebrew writing. This section is writ-

ten in a brief, simple, descriptive style and

stimulates further reading. Though not ut-

terly indispensable, a short discussion on vari-

ous materials used for writing Hebrew letters

is missing in the English version.

The third part, produced skilfully and ac-

companied by useful explanatory texts, is de-

voted to Hebrew script styles and charts.
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Maxted’s essay on the Exeter printer Andrew

Brice and Robin Myers’s essay on John

Nichols both provide new information about

significant figures in the trade. Maxted collects

together Bryce’s contributions to his own

publications to reveal the character of the man,

while Myers, drawing on a fascinating volume

of documents relating to the Committee of

Master Printers, takes a close look at Nichols’s

involvement in the operation of the printing

trades during the troubled first decade of the

19
th
 century. Julian Pooley’s essay on the

Nichols family archive is a testament to his

exhaustive efforts to bring together

electronically widely scattered but extensive

archival material and demonstrates how the

anecdotal nature of much of it adds character

to the individuals that is often lacking in other

major book trade history sources. Anna Giulia

Cavagna’s essay on Italy, reveals an intriguing

absence of biographical or autobiographical

accounts of members of the book trade prior

to the late 18
th
 century. She links this to the

social and educational background of printers,

their economic condition and lack of any

unified professional grouping, and shows

how changes in the 19
th
 century led to the

emergence of such accounts.

The collection concludes with a pair of

essays focusing on the Dictionary of National

Biography (DNB). Robert Faber and Brian

Harrison trace the fascinating history and

mammoth co-operative effort behind the

publication of one of the great national

achievements, from Leslie Stephen’s early

efforts through all the subsequent

supplements and abridgements, up to the

genesis of the New DNB. Ian Gadd’s

contribution uses the old and new DNB

entries on the bookseller and printer John

Wolfe to demonstrate how our knowledge

of the early modern book trade has

transformed over the past century.

Michael L. Turner

 Oxford

Barry Taylor, ed. Foreign-Language Printing in

London 1500–1900. Boston Spa & London:

The British Library, 2002. vii, 273p., ill. ISBN

0712311289. £30.

It is impossible to disagree with Clive

Field’s boast in the preface that the collection

“testifies to the significant value which the

British Library adds to its internationally

prestigious collections through the research

and expertise of its curators” (vii). The volume

is pan-European without losing its focus on

London. Graham Jefcoate and Susan Reed

provide chapters on printing in German in

the 18
th
 and 19

th
 centuries respectively. Anna

Simoni’s general overview of printing in

Dutch is followed by her examination of a

single publication from 1615. Peter Hogg

analyses the range of printing in the

Scandinavian languages. David J. Shaw’s

overview of French is followed by Morna

Daniels’s description of the memoirs of Louis

XVI’s last valet, printed in London in 1798.

Steven Parkin describes the “highly

discontinuous and episodic” (134) history of

printing in Italian with impressive coherence.

Denis V. Reidy’s study of John Wolf (or

Wolfe) shows the use of false foreign imprints

by an English printer of Machiavelli and

Giordano Bruno. The broad sweep of Span-

ish and Portuguese is dealt with by Barry

Taylor. Chris Michaelides writes on modern

Greek, with particular attention to the

fascinating Stephanos Xenos. The remaining

chapters are limited to the mid-nineteenth

century: Kate Sealey Rahman on ‘Alexander

Herzen and the Free Russian Press’ (whose

Kolokol was the most important London-

printed foreign-language periodical), Janet

Zmroczek on Polish émigrés, and Bridget

Guzner on Hungarian (two grammars in the

early 1850s, which used nationalist poems and

stories as reading exercises). David Shaw ends

with a skeletal statistical survey of foreign-

language printing before 1800.

The language-by-language structure does

mean that any particular historical

configuration (such as the aftermath of the

1848 revolutions) has to be pieced together

from the various chapters. The contributions

are fairly specialized but each has something

to offer a reader with a general interest in book

history or cultural history. This is paradoxically

most true of the specific studies, which bring

out the human interactions that are the essence

of history. All the contributors have an eye

for the wider political and social context. Time

and again they illustrate the importance of

the commercial metropolis as a point of in-

ternational cultural contact.

The strongest impetus to foreign-language

printing in London seems to have come from

London-based expatriate communities with

a strong refugee element, reflecting the

commitment of exiles to influencing their

home culture. Early modern London was an

attractive refuge for Protestants fleeing Catholic

�

George J. Worth. Macmillan’s Magazine, 1859–

1907: ‘No Flippancy or Abuse Allowed’. The

Nineteenth Century Series. Aldershot, UK:

Ashgate, 2003. xvii, 204p. ISBN 0754609863.

£45.

By the close of the 1860s there were, ac-

cording to the publisher William Tinsley,

“more magazines in the wretched field than

there were blades of grass to support them.”

The boom in mid-Victorian magazine

publishing had begun at the end of the

previous decade with the emergence of a new,

and innovatively priced, genre of periodicals

with which entrepreneurial publishers sought

to reach an unprecedentedly large middle-class

readership. These so-called ‘shilling monthlies’

appealed to the widest possible range of

readers, from both sexes as well as across gen-

erations, by combining high quality non-fic-

tional essays with the most fashionable forms

of fictional writing. This hybridity and delib-

erate inclusiveness gained the first shilling

monthlies an exceptionally large circulation,

with the Cornhill Magazine famously selling

120,000 copies of its opening number. But

although the Cornhill, with Thackeray at its

�

rulers, for dissenters from Protestant state

churches (such as Danish Quakers), for Iberian

Jews and, at the very end of the period, for

Catholic refugees from the Revolution. In the

19
th
 century it was a haven for continental lib-

erals and radicals, most famously Mazzini and

Marx.

One important figure was Nikolaus

Trübner, whose press was an ancestor of

Routledge. He is discussed at some length in

Reed’s chapter on the German book trade,

and also rates references in the chapters on

Spanish, Greek, Russian and Polish printing.

Reed mentions Trübner’s passion for oriental

studies but this is the collection’s only

mention of non-European languages, which

represents the book’s one real disappointment.

Nineteenth-century London comes out very

well as a beacon of liberty, but — despite the

imperial overtones of the nineteenth-century

painting on the dust-jacket — the city’s

position as a metropolis of Empire disappears

entirely. Even the dozen or so Irish works

printed in London before the Act of Union

are dismissed as not in a “genuine” foreign

language (vi).

Paul Arblaster

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
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BOOK REVIEWS

Maureen Bell, Shirley Chew, Simon Eliot,

Lynette Hunter and James L.W. West III, eds.

Re-constructing the Book: Literary Texts in Trans-

mission. Aldershot, Hants.: Ashgate, 2001. xi,

231p., ill. ISBN 0754603601. £37.50. $64.95.

This collection of eighteen essays has been

assembled in tribute to John Barnard, Pro-

fessor of English Literature at Leeds until his

recent retirement. Editor of Keats, general

editor of the Longman Annotated Poets, a

thoughtful writer on the late seventeenth-cen-

tury London book trade, one of the editors

of volume 4 (1557–1695) of the Cambridge

History of the Book in Britain and now one

of the general editors of the project as a whole,

Professor Barnard has been quietly

instrumental in some of the best editorial and

historical work of recent decades. In Leeds, he

oversaw a large and imaginative programme

at both undergraduate and postgraduate level.

These essays, many of them directly

inspired by his work, are designed, not least,

to demonstrate to students how an

understanding of the material book can

illuminate literary criticism: how the various

disciplines of literary criticism, textual criticism,

historical bibliography, and publishing history

can all be made to work together to promote

better textual and historical understanding in

the broadest of senses — and, crucially, how

they are inseparably linked. The origins of

some of the contributions in the work of the

late D.F. McKenzie, and to a perhaps lesser

extent of Robert Darnton, will be obvious

enough.

McKenzie himself contributes a brief pa-

per ‘Congreve and the Integrity of the Text’,

and most of the eighteen authors have cho-

sen to concentrate on a single figure or even

single work. Paul Hammond in an elegant if

necessarily inconclusive demonstration of the

several texts, printed and manuscript, of

Marvell’s “To his coy mistress” (‘It leaves us,

I think, with two coy mistresses’ (30)), Lynette

Hunter on Romeo and Juliet, and David Fairer

on Coleridge are among the essays on earlier

subjects. James West on Dreiser, Hermione

Lee on Elizabeth Bowen, Peter McDonald on

J.M. Coetzee and Shirley Chew on Amitav

Ghosh represent some of the more recent

ones. Other contributions focus more ob-

viously on aspects of the book trade, includ-

ing Christine Ferdinand on the two York

booksellers, Richard Chandler, who shot him-

self in 1744, and his partner Caesar Ward, who

went bankrupt the following year. Tackling the

trade from another angle, Simon Eliot deals

with Sir Walter Besant’s Autobiography, show-

ing how in it he dealt with broadly sexual

themes: Eliot weaves a tale that links Besant’s

wish to support the exploited and unprotected

of the streets of London with the later foun-

dation of the Society of Authors.

Part of the editors’ intent is not so much

yet another Festschrift, as a collection of essays

that can be used for teaching. In this they have

generally succeeded, sometimes admirably. If

the purpose of teaching is not just to instruct

but also, by demonstration, to encourage  fresh

directions of thought, and questioning of re-

ceived ideas, then this volume ought to be

widely adopted. Students will be the better for

it.

David McKitterick

Trinity College, Cambridge

Mary Hyde Eccles. Mary Hyde Eccles: A Miscel-

lany of Her Essays and Addresses. Selected and

edited by William Zachs.  New York: Grolier

Club, 2002. i-xx, 299p., ill. ISBN 0910672423

(cloth). US $55.

Nicholas Basbanes. Among the Gently Mad:

Strategies and Perspectives for the Book Hunter in

the Twenty-First Century. New York: Holt,

2002.  i-xiv, 250p. ISBN 0805051597 (cloth).

US $25.

Workers within the wide borders of book

studies are generally concerned with two

important themes: the book itself, and the

book as a particular window into social history.

Of course, these are not watertight

compartments.  Students of bookbinding can

also tell us about the books that were the most

popular or the most valued; scholars of

reading history can help to explain changing

practices in the productions and politics of

the book trade. Whether the analysis has to

do with book-as-object, with book-as-mirror,

or with any point in between, all themes and

all treatments rely upon book collectors to pro-

vide the raw data,  and chief among these cus-

todians are institutional hunter-gatherers: li-

braries. Such organized accumulation has al-

ways been highly valued, and any assault upon

it —  since at least the Alexandrine depreda-

tions — has been considered intellectual van-

dalism. More individual preservation efforts

have not, however, always met with equal

scholarly approval. To put it more accurately,

individual collectors have not always been well

thought of, even though the products of

their enterprise have often proved to be sig-

nificant  for the analyses just mentioned. Not

surprisingly, perhaps, this significance is most

often realized when the individual becomes

the institutional: the great collector opens the

private library doors to scholarship or, more

simply, bequeathes a lifetime’s work to an

important public or university library. The

crux of the matter here is that it can be diffi-

cult to admire collectors qua collectors; the

hoarding mania is in itself an often unattrac-

tive quality, and researchers can hardly imag-

ine, and often resent, possession without

scholarship. To think of famous book collec-

tors is to think of the miserly Heber or the

vello-maniacal Phillipps, or of rich but vulgar

barons like Huntington or Morgan, or of

embarrassing amateurs like A. E. Newton or

Christopher Morley. When books are stud-

ied at all among such as these, we are liable to

be given facile overviews — or, worse, tedi-

ous accounts of points and states, accounts

that go far beyond any recognizable historical

value, resembling the worst excesses of phi-

lately.

Fortunately, although such individuals are,

by their nature, quite rare, there have always

been those who combine the role of researcher

and collector — the ‘scholar-adventurers’

whom Richard Altick famously described fifty

years ago. After all, the basic requirements gen-

erally include both a very healthy income and

a commitment to the life of the mind.  Mary

Hyde Eccles is happily representative here, a

scholar whose honorary degrees were preceded

by a Columbia doctorate; she was also a

wealthy woman whose first husband,

Donald, was a very successful lawyer and, as

we learn from a quiet aside on the penultimate

page of this book, a cousin of the founder

of General Motors. The Grolier Club is to be

congratulated for presenting this fine selec-

tion of her writing which, as one would ex-

pect, is almost flawlessly produced; apart from

an unnecessary “to” (on p. 274), I discovered

no errors. The book does not represent the

Club’s first involvement with Eccles, since

Gabriel Austin — a member of the Grolier

Club, and whose assistance is acknowledged

here — was the editor of the two-volume

Four Oaks Library, Four Oaks Farm (1967), a

well-known description of the collection

made by Mary and Donald Hyde (she later

married Viscount Eccles) at their New Jersey
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estate. It is a collection strong in Johnson et

al., but it  also reflects the Hydes’ longstanding

interests in the Elizabethans, in Fielding, in

Shaw, and in Wilde.

In this anthology, Johnson figures promi-

nently, in six of the seventeen chapters.  Par-

ticularly noteworthy are discussions of the

history of both the Johnson and the Boswell

papers.  In general outline, both histories are

now well known, but Eccles’s accounts are

lively and enriched by her friendship with some

of the relevant luminaries such as R. W.

Chapman and Ralph Isham, each of whom

is given considerable attention here. There are

also delightful portraits of John Hayward,

William Jackson, John Fleming and that trio

of Johnsonians, Robert Adam, Chauncey

Tinker, and A. E. Newton. Other substantive

pieces deal with Ireland’s faux-Shakespearean

Vortigern and the Shaw-Douglas correspond-

ence. One of the first woman members of

the Grolier Club, and the very first

Roxburghienne, Eccles reveals herself in these

writings as an accomplished scholar, a gener-

ous patron, and a canny observer of the

bibliophilic impulse.

Nicholas Basbanes, known to many

through his American radio show, ‘The Book

Guys,’ helps us descend from these heights

— either to consider some of the more

egregious book enthusiasts, or to reflect upon

the more modest collecting landscape that

most readers are likely to inhabit. His first

book, A Gentle Madness: Bibliophiles, Bibliomanes

and the Eternal Passion for Books (1995), deals

with one of these themes, while Patience and

Fortitude: A Roving Chronicle of Book People,

Book Places and Book Culture (2001) moves

towards the other; indeed, the subtitles are

more than usually descriptive. The title of

Basbanes’s third book, the one under review

here, suggests a continuation of this

movement, as the author takes the torch from

earlier biographers of the book-hunter: John

Hill Burton, Octave Uzanne, William Roberts

and Philip Allan. These luminaries — three

Englishmen and a Frenchman — wrote very

popular accounts of the methods and

strategies to be employed by the successful

bibliophile, and Basbanes aims here to bring

matters up to date in a world  where collectors

can visit thousands of bookshops without

leaving their desk — but where the serendipity

of the bookshop remains important, too. His

advice is organized into ten chapters.

After some introductory remarks,

Basbanes describes his own life among books,

in the course of which he reveals something

of that important transition from reader, to

bibliophile, to collector, with its associated

changes in behaviour — from casual browser

to informed buyer, someone who begins to

pay more and more attention to book dealers,

fairs and auctions. He has good advice about

the gradual acquisition of specialized

knowledge that accompanies (or ought to

accompany) this progression — which

culminates, perhaps, in that quasi-magical

Fingerspitzengefühl that alerts the expert to the

presence of printed quality. He comments on

the all-important topics of condition, scarcity,

desirability and availability. A rare book in first-

rate condition might be thought to inevitably

command a high price — but the one surviv-

ing mint copy of Burckhardt’s Apologia is

worth nothing if no one is interested in eight-

eenth-century theology. On the other hand,

that First Folio that the dog has been so un-

kind to is still worth a lot. Basbanes also re-

minds us that a personal collection, if assem-

bled thoughtfully, is generally worth more than

its individual components, both financially

and intellectually. His discussion is enlivened

throughout by anecdote and illustration, and

he concludes with a short but useful bibliog-

raphy of material likely to be useful to the

contemporary book-hunter.

Like most writers, Basbanes is working

well-ploughed fields, and the contribution is

therefore more likely to arise from new or re-

newed synthesis than from unique insight.

Here, the strength lies in that liveliness just

mentioned. It derives from the author’s many

years of interviewing and writing about book

collectors, dealers, librarians and others

interested in what Newton would have called

“the amenities of books.”

John Edwards

St Francis Xavier University

�

Priya Joshi. In Another Country: Colonialism,

Culture and the English Novel in India.  New

York: Columbia University Press, 2002. xix,

363p., ill. ISBN 0231125844 (cloth);

0231125852 (paper). $62. (cloth); $23.50

(paper).

This study of the impact of the English

novel on nineteenth- and twentieth-century

India is an important contribution to Indian

book history. Joshi explores the nineteenth-

century records of Calcutta’s public libraries

for information about the holdings and issu-

ances of English novels, revealing an unex-

pected wealth of detail about what was read.

However, the records disclose less about ‘who’

read these novels, although the readers must

have been predominantly English-educated

Bengalis as the Britons stationed in Calcutta

used the club libraries, which were inaccessible

to Indians. To try to find an answer to this

question, Joshi looks at the ‘consumption’

of books in the colonial marketplace, recon-

structing colonial readers’ reactions to what

they read through the comments they recorded

in journals, articles, and critiques.

Of especial value is Joshi’s treatment of

the sensational fiction of the Victorian

novelist G.M.W. Reynolds, whose work

inspired many Bengali writers to produce

similar ‘underworld’ narratives of Calcutta’s

life. The social injustice and class oppression

shown in Reynolds’s Mysteries of London thus

provided a metonymic discourse for the

inequities of the colonial state that was quickly

utilized both by Indian ‘literary’ writers and

by the scurrilous Bat-tala presses for different

but overlapping registers of readers. However,

because of her lack of access to the Bat-tala

writers themselves, Joshi is unable to follow

this strand of enquiry through to vernacular

recreations of the Mysteries and, without

authoritative translations into English of

these works, it will be a while before the two

sides of this story can be brought together in

such an enquiry.

Joshi has also explored the Macmillan ar-

chives to generate a picture of the supply chain

of books imported from England, and un-

covers an intriguing angle to Macmillan’s pub-

lishing of fiction in the records of Macmillan’s

Colonial Library. Her researches show that the

colonial market was by far the largest supporter

of Macmillan’s fiction sales, outstripping the

UK market by a huge margin, and that there-

fore the tastes of this market were instrumen-

tal in shaping Macmillan’s general fiction list.

In the process, she finds the probable reason

behind that eternal publishing mystery of the

19
th
 century: why Macmillan, normally so canny

about good sellers, rejected Thomas Hardy.

(For example, a late nineteenth-century Indian

magazine review described The Mayor of

Casterbridge as “tedious and vapid” (122).)

While there is a great deal that will repay

study in the first part of this book, the second

part, titled ‘Producing Fiction’ and focusing

primarily on the 20
th
 century, is not in fact

about production in the book-historical sense.

Since there is as yet no ‘wide view’ of Indian

book culture in which Joshi can situate her

findings, Joshi has attempted to create a con-
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text through post-colonial literary criticism.

However, literary criticism assumes a direct link

between the author’s ‘thought’ and the ‘effect’

produced in the mind of the putative reader

without considering the transmission

mechanism in between. While this is useful

as an ‘abstract’ study of reading, such criticism

cannot ‘fill in the blanks’ and help us to

attempt the vexing question of ‘what actually

happened’: in other words, the area that book

history takes for its own. There are thus two

distinct and disparate approaches in this book

— the investigative perspective in the first part,

and the ‘close reading’ of the second —

addressing two different sets of expectations

and needs. Nevertheless, many of Joshi’s

findings are new and startling and ought to

stimulate further studies and enquiries in the

field of Indian book history.

Rimi B. Chatterjee

Centre for Studies in Social Sciences, Calcutta

�

Edmund M. B. King. Victorian Decorated Trade

Bindings 1830–1880: A Descriptive Bibliography.

London and New Castle, DE: The British

Library and Oak Knoll Books, 2003. xxiii,

324p., ill. ISBN 0712347232. £60. $98.

This book is the product of almost ten

years of enthusiastic research on the part of

its author, who clearly loves his subject and is

eager to share with his readers the often

exuberant delights of the bindings he

describes. It has, most appropriately, been

bound in a pleasing pastiche of mid-nine-

teenth-century binding, blocked on dark- blue

cloth in gold and blind. It offers brief biogra-

phies of the designers included, descriptions

of 752 bindings, and is illustrated by 91 excel-

lent colour plates bound together at the end

and a further 87, sometimes rather indistinct

black and white pictures, scattered through the

text. There are also four useful pages of pho-

tographs of binders’ tickets. The book prom-

ises well, but the further into it you get, the

more puzzling its purpose becomes. The title

suggests an inclusivity which the author is care-

ful to deny in his introduction, in which, for

instance, he excludes all paper bindings (ex-

cept the odd ones he chooses to include). As

becomes evident, the book also excludes trade

bindings in leather, though a selection of

papier-mâché bindings is included. There is only

the briefest of overviews of the development

of design through the period.

The book is in fact intended as a collection

of the ‘signed’ binding designs produced in

the British book trade from 1830 to 1880, but

includes 100 unsigned bindings on criteria

which remain unclear, whilst at the same time

it does not include several signed bindings

already published by Ruari Maclean. It raises

but leaves unanswered a number of interesting

questions, such as whether the use of an

illustration from the book as an element in

the decoration of an otherwise very standard

cover really justifies ascribing the design of the

cover to the book’s illustrator. The use of

factotum blocks with interchangeable titles in

their centres has resulted in multiple entries

describing the same block (often in different

terms), without always explaining that in fact

the same block was used on each. There is also

rather erratic mention of the ways in which

different components of decoration could be

used in different combinations, and as the

decorative elements are all too often not

described in identical terms on each appearance,

significant instances of this important practice

will be lost on most readers: for instance, the

central ornament designed by John Leighton

that is found on numbers 174 and 246, within

entirely different borders, is described in the

former as “a nearly formed mandorla” and in

the latter as “in the shape of a flower bud”

and they are not identified as being the same.

The descriptions themselves are also all too

often problematic. They are sometimes

tortuously written, ambiguously (and on

occasion inaccurately) described, with a

sometimes uncertain grasp of decorative arts

terminology, and not always in the strict order

promised in the introduction. The great

majority of the examples are taken from the

British Library, and the book therefore includes

not only descriptions of copies which are

missing their original spines, as well as those

that have been rebound with the original

bookcloth covers pasted to the inside of the

new boards (and also lacking their spines), but

even on one occasion refers to copies apparently

entirely rebound without the original covers

preserved at all!

The major criterion for inclusion is seldom

clear — is it because the books survive in the

British Library, or because they are signed, or

are otherwise identifiable, or simply because

they took the author’s fancy? Each might con-

stitute a valid selection, but none is consist-

ently applied, and the book is thus far less

effective than it should have been, though it

still contains plenty of interesting and useful

information.

Nicholas Pickwoad

 London Institute
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Robin Myers, Michael Harris and Giles

Mandelbrote, eds. Lives in Print: Biography and

the Book Trade from the Middle Ages to the 21st

Century. Publishing Pathways series. New

Castle, DE and London: Oak Knoll Press and

The British Library, 2002. xiv, 208p., ill. ISBN

1584560940 (Oak Knoll); 0712347968 (BL).

$39.95. £25.

The annual conferences organised by

Robin Myers and Michael Harris (and, more

recently, Giles Mandelbrote) have long been

an important feature of the book trade history

scene, with each resulting in a subsequent

publication edited by the organisers. This

collection, representing papers presented at

the twenty-third conference, maintains the

high standard of scholarship and range of

interesting material of previous volumes.

In the collection’s only medieval essay,

Joana Proud analyses Bodleian MS Rawlinson

C. 440, which contains a calendar and a number

of saints’ lives; of particular interest is its use

of pressmarks to indicate where those lives

might be found within a medieval library.

Proud suggests that the manuscript itself was

part of that library, which — drawing on the

work of Richard Sharpe — she persuasively

locates to the area around York.

Two essays focus on authors whose works

have proved remarkably enduring. Elizabeth

Evenden and Thomas S. Freeman’s detailed

study of the publishing history of John

Foxe’s Acts and Monuments identifies the

importance of William Cecil who, as a patron

of Foxe and the printer John Day, probably

brought the two men together and was

instrumental in ensuring the project’s success.

Paulina Kewes’s essay on Shakespearean

biography builds on Samuel Schoenbaum’s

earlier work by tracing the presentation of

Shakespeare’s life in collective biographies,

prefatory accounts to collected editions, sin-

gly printed accounts, and biographical diction-

aries from the mid-seventeenth-century until

Malone’s great work was brought to fruition

by James Boswell jnr. in 1821.

Several contributions concentrate on the

lives of members of the book trade. Ian




